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ReviewPlasticity of Adult Stem Cells
specific markers and function of the original cell type,Amy J. Wagers1,* and Irving L. Weissman1,2
1Department of Pathology and acquisition of markers and function of the transdif-
ferentiated cell type. The suggestion that adult stem2Department of Developmental Biology
Stanford University School of Medicine cells may transdifferentiate has in turn given rise to the
concept of stem cell plasticity, which holds that theStanford, California 94305
lineage determination of a differentiating stem cell may
not be rigidly defined, but is instead flexible, allowing
these cells to respond to a variety of microenvironmentalRecent years have seen much excitement over the
possibility that adult mammalian stem cells may be regenerative cues (Blau et al., 2001). Suggestions of
stem cell plasticity in the adult could indicate a need tocapable of differentiating across tissue lineage bound-
aries, and as such may represent novel, accessible, reexamine precursor-progeny relationships during the
early developmental epochs when germ layer specifica-and very versatile effectors of therapeutic tissue re-
generation. Yet studies proposing such “plasticity” of tion occurs, especially if rare cells with high proliferative
potential from one tissue (e.g., mesoderm) may be foundadult somatic stem cells remain controversial, and in
general, existing evidence suggests that in vivo such within, and perhaps nurtured by, another tissue (e.g.,
endoderm). A telling precedent for rare cells within anunexpected transformations are exceedingly rare and
in some cases can be accounted for by equally unex- organ giving rise to most mature cells within that organ
derives from early studies on the development of thymicpected alternative explanations.
lymphocytes. In these experiments, transfilter incuba-
tion of thymic epithelium and mesenchyme appeared to
implicate endoderm, not mesoderm, cells as thymocyte
precursors (Auerbach, 1961); however, subsequent ex-One of the first major events in the embryonic develop-
amination showed that these cells, called hemato-ment of vertebrate animals is the specification of the
cytoblasts, were in fact rare mesoderm-derived precur-three embryonic germ layers: ectoderm (believed to give
sors nested within the thymic endoderm that gave riserise to skin and neural lineages), mesoderm (believed
to most, if not all, thymic lymphocytes (Moore andto generate blood, bone, muscle, cartilage, and fat),
Owen, 1967).and endoderm (believed to contribute tissues of the
In the following commentary, we shall briefly reviewrespiratory and digestive tracts). The partitioning of em-
the role of adult stem cells in tissue regeneration andbryonic cells into these groups requires the sequential
studies suggesting lineage plasticity of adult stem cellaction of multiple gene products, and although the pre-
populations. Focusing largely on studies in the mouse,cise moment at which cells become committed to each
we will evaluate current claims of transdifferentiation,lineage remains somewhat unclear (Wells and Melton,
or lineage conversion, of bone marrow or hematopoietic1999), it has been thought that the segregation of cells
precursors into differentiated cells of solid organs, andinto particular germ layers during embryogenesis is an
of stem cells from nonblood tissues into hematopoieticenduring event, and that with few exceptions (e.g., neu-
and other lineages. In addition, we shall consider theral crest cells of ectodermal origin, which give rise to
possible mechanisms that may explain these events,neural as well as muscle and bone cell lineages) all
outline stringent criteria for assessing transdifferentia-subsequently arising cells, including mature cells, pro-
tion among adult tissues, and address the biologicalgenitor cells, and stem cells of each of the resulting
and clinical importance of these phenomena.tissue lineages, irreversibly maintain this specification
into and throughout adulthood. Furthermore, in the
adult, homeostatic cell replacement and tissue regener- Identifying Adult Stem Cells
ation have been considered to maintain such tissue Stem cells are undifferentiated cells defined by their
specificity, such that in those tissues and organs that ability at the single cell level to both self-renew and
retain stem cell dependence, rare tissue-resident stem differentiate to produce mature progeny cells, including
cells generate only those mature cell types correspond- both nonrenewing progenitors and terminally differenti-
ing to their tissue of origin, and do not cross tissue (or ated effector cells. Stem cells have been classified by
germ layer) boundaries to generate cell types of different their developmental potential as totipotent (able to give
lineages. However, recent experiments have challenged rise to all embryonic and extra-embryonic cell types),
this notion and called into question the lineage commit- pluripotent (able to give rise to all cell types of the em-
ment of various adult stem cell populations by sug- bryo proper), multipotent (able to give rise to a subset
gesting that under certain circumstances these cells of cell lineages), oligopotent (able to give rise to a more
may “transdifferentiate” to contribute to a much wider restricted subset of cell lineages than multipotent stem
spectrum of differentiated progeny than previously an- cells), and unipotent (able to contribute only one mature
ticipated. Transdifferentiation describes the conversion cell type). Pluripotent embryonic stem (ES) cells were
of a cell of one tissue lineage into a cell of an entirely first isolated by in vitro culture of cells derived from the
distinct lineage, with concomitant loss of the tissue- inner cell mass (ICM) of blastocysts (Evans and Kauf-
man, 1981; Martin, 1981), but it is still unclear if ICM
cells are homogeneously pluripotent, and if ES cells*Correspondence: awagers@stanford.edu
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derive from a definable and functionally identical pluri- cell mediated, is still debated. In some cases, different
potent ICM cell or population of cells that exists within tissue regenerative populations may function in re-
the blastocyst prior to ES cell isolation and culture. In sponse to tissue injury as opposed to tissue homeosta-
the adult soma, stem cells generally have been thought sis (Forbes et al., 2002). Finally, multipotent or pluripo-
of as tissue-specific, able to give rise only to progeny tent adult stem cell populations that appear to give rise
cells corresponding to their tissue of origin. Such tissue- normally to tissues of multiple germ layers recently have
specific stem cells have been described to varying de- been found by culture methods from the skin (Toma et
grees for the adult intestine, skin, muscle, blood, and al., 2001), bone marrow (Jiang et al., 2002a, 2002b),
nervous system (see below); however, for most tissues muscle (Jiang et al., 2002b; Cao et al., 2003; Qu-Petersen
prospective markers exclusively defining particular stem et al., 2002), or brain (Jiang et al., 2002b). The prospec-
cell populations in the adult still are lacking, as are, in tive identification of highly purified stem cell populations
some cases, genetic marking studies implicating stem from any and all adult tissues in which they persist and
cell function in the maintenance of these tissues. the development of clonogenic assays for their function
The hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) is currently the will be essential both for understanding and enhancing
best characterized multipotent stem cell population, and the normal capacity of these cells to regenerate tissues
was prospectively isolated from mouse bone marrow and for clearly evaluating the possible plasticity of
(BM) about 15 years ago (Spangrude et al., 1988). Clono- such cells.
genic in vivo and in vitro assays suggest a high level of
purity (85%–95%) is achievable for these cells (Mor- The Role of Adult Stem Cells in Tissue Repair
rison and Weissman, 1994; Osawa et al., 1996; Span- While some tissues, such as the blood, skin, gut, respira-
grude et al., 1988; Uchida, 1992; Smith et al., 1991; tory tract and testis, must perpetually renew, the major-
Wagers et al., 2002). Multipotent marrow stromal cells ity of cells and tissues in adult mammals exhibit very low
(MSC), which give rise to multiple mesenchymal lin- turnover under normal circumstances; some of these
eages, also can be isolated from mouse BM (Frie- respond poorly to regenerative pressure (e.g., heart),
denstein et al., 1976, 1987; Pereira et al., 1995; Prockop while other respond quite well (e.g., liver). These obser-
et al., 2003). MSC historically have been isolated through vations have been interpreted as indicating the exis-
cell culture techniques, and only recently have pheno- tence and function of stem cells within some highly
typic markers for the prospective isolation of these cells regenerative tissues and a lack of stem cell function in
been described (Gronthos et al., 2003). Specific markers other tissues. Nonetheless, multiple organs, including
of other tissue-resident stem cells, including the periph- the brain and heart, once thought of as nonrenewing,
eral nervous system (PNS; Stemple and Anderson, 1993; postmitotic tissues, actually have been shown to exhibit
Morrison et al., 1999; Kruger et al., 2002), central nervous previously unappreciated cell turnover (Altman and Das,
system (CNS; Uchida et al., 2000; Rietze et al., 2001; 1965; Kajstura et al., 1998; Kuhn et al., 1996, Altman,
Capela and Temple, 2002), and myocardium (Beltrami 1969; Rumyantsev and Borisov, 1987; Lois and Alvarez-
et al., 2003), also have been described. Interestingly, Buylla, 1993). These observations have opened the door
high level activity of ATP binding cassette (ABC) trans- for studies aimed at identifying additional tissue-resi-
porter proteins appears to be a common, though not dent adult stem cell populations and evaluating their
exclusive, marker of multiple stem cell populations, and regenerative potential; however, the degree to which
although the biological significance of this property is particular tissues depend upon replenishment of mature
unclear, it has been useful in the enrichment of stem cells from relatively undifferentiated stem and progeni-
cells from multiple tissues by virtue of their enhanced
tor cells is in many instances uncertain. Injury/repair
efflux of the fluorescent dye Hoechst 33342 (the so-
studies provide strong support for essential stem cell
called “side population,” SP, phenotype) (Alison, 2003;
function in the hematopoietic system, intestinal epithe-Goodell et al., 1996; Zhou et al., 2001). Other candidate
lium, dermal epithelium, and skeletal muscle, but whethertissue-specific stem cell populations, for which pheno-
endogenous stem cells play a significant role in tissuetypic markers are lacking or ambiguous, have been pro-
homeostasis or responses to damage in other systemsvisionally defined by positional or anatomical criteria;
is unclear. In addition, in many cases the mechanismsthese include muscle satellite cells, which reside be-
by which such cells contribute to tissue regenerationneath the basal lamina of mature muscle fibers (Mauro,
are poorly defined, and in particular, whether regenera-1961); epidermal stem cells, located predominantly in
tion of adult tissues from endogenous stem cells ex-or near the bulge region of the hair follicle (in haired
ploits the same molecular pathways used to establishepidermis) (Alonso and Fuchs, 2003); and intestinal stem
that tissue during development has yet to be elucidated.cells, which are believed to reside near the bottom of the
intestinal crypts (Bjerknes and Cheng, 1999; Spradling et
Reports of Unexpected Capacities for Tissueal., 2001). In fact, even the precise identity of muscle
Contributions across Germ Layers(Bel et al., 2003; Jankowski et al., 2002; Parker et al.,
BM Contributions to Nonblood Cells2003; Polesskaya et al., 2003) and brain (Chiasson et
Hematopoietic stem cells (HSC), which reside predomi-al., 1999; Doetsch et al., 1999; Gage, 2000; Johansson
nantly in the bone marrow of adult mice and humans,et al., 1999; Pevny and Rao, 2003) stem cells has been
normally function to generate all of the lineages of ma-questioned. For other tissues, including the liver (Forbes
ture blood cell types necessary for maintaining properet al., 2002; Wang et al., 2003a) and pancreas (Bonner-
hematopoietic function (Kondo et al., 2003). The conceptWeir and Sharma, 2002; Murtaugh and Melton, 2003),
that adult HSC function solely to maintain hematopoieticthe identity of resident stem cell population(s), and even
whether regeneration of these tissues in adults is stem cell lineages was challenged by a series of papers sug-
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gesting that unfractionated bone marrow cells, or bone ticity have not been clearly defined, multiple alternative
marrow cells enriched by various methods for hemato- explanations for such observations remain, and must
poietic stem cell activity, could be seen to contribute at now be evaluated (see below).
low levels to multiple nonhematopoietic tissues follow- Nonhematopoietic Cell Contributions
ing transfer into lethally irradiated, and often injured, to Hematopoiesis
recipient mice or humans (reviewed in Herzog et al., Some studies have suggested that brain or muscle-
2003 and Goodell, 2003). Such studies have reported derived stem cells may harbor hematopoietic potential.
the expression of donor-derived genetic markers in non- These include the observation that cultured neurosphere
hematopoietic cells within the skin (Krause et al., 2001), cells, presumed to derive from central nervous system
lung epithelium (Krause et al., 2001; Theise et al., 2002), stem cells (CNS-SC), when injected into lethally irradi-
intestinal epithelium (Krause et al., 2001), kidney epithe- ated recipient mice were seen to contribute to mature
lium (Kale et al., 2003), liver parenchyma (Krause et al., cells of various blood lineages (Bjornson et al., 1999),
2001; Lagasse et al., 2000; Petersen et al., 1999; Theise although these findings have proved difficult to repro-
et al., 2000; Vassilopoulos et al., 2003; Wang et al., duce in other laboratories (Morshead et al., 2002). In
2003b), pancreas (Ianus et al., 2003), skeletal muscle addition, muscle mononuclear cells (Jackson et al.,
(Brazelton et al., 2003; Camargo et al., 2003; Corbel et 1999) or muscle SP cells (Gussoni et al., 1999) exhibited
al., 2003; Ferrari et al., 1998; Fukada et al., 2002; Gussoni hematopoietic activity when injected intravenously into
et al., 1999; LaBarge and Blau, 2002), endothelium (Grant lethally irradiated recipient mice. Although such experi-
et al., 2002; Jackson et al., 2001), myocardium (Jackson et ments have been interpreted to indicate the transdiffer-
al., 2001), and CNS neurons in the cortex and cerebellum entiation of neural or muscle stem cells, it is important
(Brazelton et al., 2000; Mezey et al., 2000; Priller et al., to note that HSC constitutively circulate in the blood of
2001; Weimann et al., 2003a, 2003b). Such findings were normal animals, potentially at very high rates of flux
extended by some to a general hypothesis of adult stem (Wright et al., 2001). Such blood-borne HSC are fully
cell plasticity, wherein adult stem cells from one tissue functional and can stably reengraft BM at distinct sites,
were considered to be roughly equivalent in develop- contribute to ongoing hematopoiesis, and maintain the
mental potential to adult stem cells in another tissue, ability to competitively reconstitute lethally irradiated
with the outcome of stem cell differentiation largely de- recipients. Thus, circulating or itinerant HSC likely con-
termined by different microenvironments encountered taminate many nonhematopoietic tissues, and may con-
following differential trafficking from the bloodstream found interpretation of experiments designed to test
(Blau et al., 2001). the hematopoietic potential of these tissues. In fact,
BM cell contributions to nonhematopoietic tissues, subsequent experiments have demonstrated that the
including myocardium (Orlic et al., 2001a) and skeletal muscle SP population is actually a heterogeneous mix-
muscle (Ferrari et al., 1998), also have been reported ture of stem and progenitor cells and that all muscle SP
following direct delivery of cells to injured tissues in cells with hematopoietic reconstituting activity are in
unirradiated recipients. The frequency with which such fact committed hematopoietic precursors, expressing
unexpected events have been detected has varied the panhematopoietic marker CD45 (McKinney-Free-
widely, from less than 0.1% to almost 20% of differenti- man et al., 2002). Hematopoietic stem and progenitor
ated cells (reviewed in Goodell, 2003; Herzog et al., cells appear to seed the muscle from BM cells following
2003). In most cases where BM contributions to nonhe- BM transplant (Issarachai et al., 2002; Kawada and
matopoietic tissues have been detected, significant tis- Ogawa, 2001; McKinney-Freeman et al., 2003), indicat-
sue injury has been necessary, but some have reported ing that the hematopoietic activity of muscle cells likely
incorporation of cells into tissues without substantial derives from itinerant HSC, and does not in fact consti-
additional injury aside from that induced by the irradia- tute an example of stem cell transdifferentiation.
tion required for hematopoietic cell transplantation
(Krause et al., 2001). With a few notable exceptions, in
Possible Explanations for Apparent Plasticitywhich contribution of transplanted cells to recovery of
of Adult Stem Cellsliver (Lagasse et al., 2000) or kidney (Kale et al., 2003)
Studies of BM or stem cell transdifferentiation have beenfunction has been documented, most reports of BM or
highly controversial (Anderson et al., 2001; Goodell,HSC plasticity have not evaluated the tissue-specific
2003; Raff, 2003). We consider below the possible expla-function of putatively transdifferentiated cell types. Such
nations and mechanisms that may underlie observationsdeterminations clearly will be important in assessing the
of BM or stem cell plasticity (Figure 1). Clearly the mech-biological relevance and clinical utility of such events.
anism invoked may depend on the cell populations andDisconcertingly, a significant number of studies also
tissues analyzed and on the method of injury, if any,report a failure to detect BM or HSC contributions to
employed. In only a few cases (see below) has the actualnonhematopoietic tissues in similar experimental sys-
mechanism by which such unexpected contributionstems (Castro et al., 2002; Choi et al., 2003; Ono et al.,
of cells across tissue lineage boundaries occur been2003; Vallieres and Sawchenko, 2003; Wagers et al.,
studied, much less elucidated.2002); the reasons for this apparent irreproducibility of
Cell transdifferentiation is one mechanism by whichresults in different laboratories are not entirely clear,
stem cells potentially could contribute to cell types ofbut may relate in part to differences in injury models,
different lineages, and when the first papers were pub-detection strategies and identification of donor markers,
lished suggesting contributions of bone marrow or cir-and/or cell purification techniques (Goodell, 2003).
culating stem cells to nonhematopoietic tissue (Ferrari etGiven that in most cases the mechanism(s) and cell
types involved in reported instances of BM or HSC plas- al., 1998) or of neural stem cells (NSC) to blood lineages
Cell
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Figure 1. Schematic Diagram Depicting Potential Mechanisms and Explanations for Observations of Adult Stem Cell Plasticity
See text for details. Tissue-specific stem cells are represented by orange or green ovals, pluripotent stem cells by blue ovals, and differentiated
cells of the “orange” lineage by red ovals and of the “green” lineage by green hexagons.
(Bjornson et al., 1999), they were largely hailed as evi- spectively isolated, stem cells. Many purported demon-
strations of stem cell plasticity inferred such activitydence for “transdifferentiation” of developmentally plas-
tic HSC or NSC. This lineage conversion was proposed following transplant of large numbers of heterogeneous
populations of cells, including unfractionated BM orto occur directly, by activation of an otherwise dormant
differentiation program to alter the lineage specificity muscle SP cells. Significantly, both unfractionated BM
and muscle SP cells likely contain multiple stem cell orof the cell (Figure 1A). Lineage conversion also could
theoretically occur via dedifferentiation of a tissue-spe- progenitor cell populations, including HSC and nonhe-
matopoietic mesenchymal stem cells, endothelial pre-cific cell to a more primitive, multipotent cell and subse-
quent redifferentiation along a new lineage pathway cursors, and/or muscle progenitors, suggesting the pos-
sibility that distinct stem or progenitor cells could be(Figure 1B). Extensive evidence suggests that urodele
amphibians regenerate amputated limb, tail, eye, jaw, contributing, consistent with their intrinsic lineage com-
mitment and developmental potential, to each of theand heart structures through a process that appears to
involve the dedifferentiation of mature cells near the different lineage outcomes observed (Figure 1C).
Contributions across multiple tissue types also couldedge of the wound, forming a cluster of “naı¨ve” progeni-
tor cells referred to as the blastema, and subsequent arise through the action of a single, rare pluripotent stem
cell present in BM, and/or other tissues, which possiblyactivation of a regenerative process reminiscent of the
developmental program that originally functioned to copurifies in protocols designed to enrich for tissue-
specific stem cells such as BM HSC (Figure 1D). Thespecify limb formation (Brockes and Kumar, 2002). It
should be noted, however, that a possible role for preex- possible existence of pluripotent stem cells within the
bone marrow of mice and humans has previously beenisting multipotent adult stem cells in amphibian regener-
ation cannot be excluded entirely. Nonetheless, in these proposed and this idea recently has gained support from
the isolation through culture of multipotent (actuallysystems, blastema cells do not appear to become totally
uncommitted pluripotent stem cells; instead, they retain pluripotent) adult progenitor cells (MAPC), which give
rise to tissues of multiple germ layers following intrave-memory of their earlier identity, as indicated by the fact
that iris epithelial cells from the eye give rise to lens nous transplant, and contribute substantially to most, if
not all, tissues following injection into blastocysts (Jiangeven if transplanted into an amputated limb (Reyer et
al., 1973; Ito et al., 1999), and limb blastema transplanted et al., 2002a). Cells with the characteristics of MAPC
can be isolated from multiple tissues, including BM,into the eye still generates limb structures (Kim and
Stocum, 1986). Dedifferentiation of cells in adult mam- brain, and muscle (Jiang et al., 2002b), and similarly
multipotent cells, capable of generating in vitro bothmals has not been clearly and unequivocally docu-
mented, and at present, no evidence directly supports neural and mesodermal cell types, also may be isolated
by culture of adult mouse dermis (Toma et al., 2001).transdifferentiation or dedifferentiation events as an ex-
planation for stem cell or BM cell plasticity in vivo. The However, whether cells with such extensive develop-
mental potential exist normally in adult animals or aremolecular/biological basis for the differences in regener-
ative capacity among vertebrates is a topic of intense endowed with such properties via the culture conditions
employed is currently unknown, and no direct evidenceinterest and investigation and may relate to differences
in responsiveness of adult cells to dedifferentiation cues implicating these cells in BM plasticity studies has been
obtained. A similarly diverse developmental potential(Tanaka, 2003).
A third explanation for observations of adult stem cell has been suggested for neural stem cells following the
observation that injection into mouse blastocysts of cul-plasticity relates to the purity or homogeneity of the test
population. In order to demonstrate definitively transdif- tured neurosphere cells, derived from micromanipulated
single -galactosidase-expressing mouse CNS ependy-ferentiation of a particular lineage-specific stem cell, it is
essential to exclude the possibility that multiple, distinct mal cells, generated chimeric mice, albeit infrequently,
showing contributions from the donor cells to tissuesstem cells could be contributing to the observed out-
come, ideally by evaluating the potential of single, pro- of multiple germ layers, including neural, epithelial, and
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mesenchymal lineages, but not blood (Clarke et al., the ability of BM-derived cells to fuse with cells in the
livers of the recipient mice (Vassilopoulos et al., 2003;2000). In this study, the CNS cells were cultured in basic
fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) and epidermal growth Wang et al., 2003b). Cell fusion events also have been
documented in the brain following transplant of BM cellsfactor (EGF), factors that influence human ES cell prolif-
eration and differentiation (Schuldiner et al., 2000) and into adult mice; donor BM-derived cerebellar Purkinje
neurons were found to contain both donor and hostalso allow rodent CNS-SC to produce multineuronal lin-
eage neurosphere (Gritti et al., 1996, 1999; Reynolds nuclei and showed activation of a Purkinje neuron spe-
cific transgene from the donor nucleus (Weimann et al.,and Weiss, 1992) or adherent cultures (Johe et al., 1996;
Ray et al., 1993). Thus, whether this extensive develop- 2003b). There are as yet no published studies to indicate
whether in transplanted mice hippocampal or olfactorymental potential is a normal property of NSC or is in-
duced in NSC by culture remains unclear. bulb neurons expressing markers of donor bone marrow
cells (Mezey et al., 2000; Brazelton et al., 2000) arise viaThe final mechanism we consider here to explain ob-
servations of stem cell plasticity is cell-cell fusion (Figure cell fusion or other mechanisms. However using a Cre/
lox recombination system, Alvarez-Dolado et al. (2003)1F). Fusion between the egg and sperm is the initiating
event in vertebrate development, and in adult animals, recently reported that in transplanted but otherwise un-
injured mice all detectable contributions of BM cells tocell-cell fusion occurs naturally in the generation of mul-
tinucleated skeletal myofibers from myoblasts and of nonhematopoietic cell types, specifically cardiomyo-
cytes, hepatocytes, and Purkinje cells, arose via cellosteoclasts from monocyte/macrophage lineage cells
(Anderson, 2000; Vignery, 2000). In addition, pathophysi- fusion. Similarly, cell fusion has been implicated as the
underlying mechanism for contributions of transplantedologic fusion is involved in the formation of granuloma-
tous tissue in response to inflammation induced by in- HSC to injured skeletal muscle (Camargo et al., 2003).
Although the precise cell types involved in these cellfection or foreign objects (e.g., Langhans giant cells in
pulmonary tuberculosis; Langhans, 1868), and mediates fusion events have yet to be fully characterized, using
CD45-cre (Alvarez-Dolado et al., 2003) or lysozymeviral entry into target cells and the formation of infected
cell syncytia, as in the case of HIV-1-infected T lympho- M-cre (Ye et al., 2003; Camargo et al., 2003) “knockin”
mice, it has been suggested that at least one of thecytes (McCune et al., 1988; Anderson, 2000). In fact,
demonstration of the appearance of multinucleated cells fusion partners is likely to be a committed blood lineage
cell, possibly of the myeloid lineage. The molecular me-in Sendai virus-induced pneumonia led H. Harris in 1965
to produce the first in vitro cell fusions to study the diators of such “illegitimate” fusion events between he-
matopoietic and nonhematopoietic cell types have yetregulation of normal and neoplastic tissue-specific gene
expression (Harris, 1965; Harris et al., 1965), and likely to be elucidated, but given the synonymous function
of certain proteins in multiple cell fusion events, it isled to the use of cell fusion technologies to generate
monoclonal antibody-producing hybridomas (Kohler tempting to speculate that similar mechanisms may be
invoked in plasticity-related cell fusions, leading to theand Milstein, 1975). Interestingly, similar adhesion and
signaling pathways may function in the regulation of transfer of markers between unrelated cell types, as are
employed in other instances of cell-cell fusion. Impor-multiple types of cell fusion; for example, tetraspanin
proteins have been implicated in gamete fusion to gen- tantly, cell fusion does not appear to explain all unex-
pected contributions of cells across lineage boundaries,erate the zygote (Miyado et al., 2000), myoblast fusion to
generate mature muscle fibers (Tachibana and Hemler, as the ability of transplanted BM cells to contribute to
insulin-producing pancreatic islet cells, though contro-1999), monocyte/macrophage fusion to generate multi-
nucleated giant cells or osteoclasts (Takeda et al., 2003), versial (Choi et al., 2003), was reported to occur in the
absence of cell fusion (Ianus et al., 2003). Thus, theand virus-mediated formation of lymphocyte syncytia
(Fukudome et al., 1992). mechanism of BM plasticity may vary depending on
tissue type and/or injury induction.Cell-cell fusion recently has been implicated in contri-
butions of transplanted BM cells to liver hepatocytes, Several authors have proposed that heterotypic cell
fusions represent a physiological process designed tocardiac myocytes, and Purkinje neurons (Alvarez-
Dolado et al., 2003; Vassilopoulos et al., 2003; Wang et rejuvenate and/or repair a wide variety of tissues (Al-
varez-Dolado et al., 2003; Blau, 2002). However, the lowal., 2003b; Weimann et al., 2003b). A potential role for
cell fusion in the transfer of donor markers across tissue frequency with which such events have been observed
(typically less than 1% of cardiomyocytes and0.1% oflineage boundaries was originally suggested by the
demonstration that ES cells can spontaneously fuse in hepatocytes or Purkinje cells in nonselective transplant
model; Alvarez-Dolado et al., 2003) implies that this rarevitro with cultured CNS cells or BM cells (Terada et al.,
2002; Ying et al., 2002). Whether fusion of these adult phenomenon is unlikely to contribute significantly to
normal tissue regeneration. Supporting this notion, ourcells with analogous pluripotent or multipotent cells of
the ICM may occur in vivo, upon injection into preimplan- analysis of parabiotic animals sharing a common blood
vasculature via tissue anastomoses for up to ninetation blastocysts, has yet to be evaluated directly, but
potentially could complicate interpretation of the broad months, wherein all the cells of one partner were marked
by green fluorescent protein (GFP) while the other part-contributions of cultured NSC or MAPC to multiple cell
lineages observed in such experimental systems (Clarke ner was unmarked, has revealed no evidence of homeo-
static cell replacement from circulating cells in nonhe-et al., 2000; Jiang et al., 2002a). In adult animals, experi-
ments using cytogenetic and genetic markers have matopoietic tissues, either via physiological cell fusion
or transdifferentiation, despite significant and continualclearly demonstrated that the capacity of transplanted
BM cells to regenerate functional hepatocytes in a blood mixing and BM HSC crossengraftment in these
animals (Wagers et al., 2002). Similarly, in “natural” pro-mouse model of hereditary tyrosinemia type I relates to
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tochordate parabionts (with blood vessel anastomoses), of donor markers. As mentioned above, whether such
cell fusions represent a physiological process enablingexchange of somatic and germline stem cells is com-
mon, but occurs without detectable cell fusions (Stoner tissue rejuvenation or regeneration, or, alternatively, a
rare pathological process unrelated to normal tissueand Weissman, 1996). Moreover, we propose that for
such cell fusion mediated regeneration to be considered repair mechanisms, still is not clear. Importantly, one
should not take this critique to rule out the possibilities ofa physiological mechanism of repair, the absence of
heterotypic cell fusion should lead to accelerated tissue transdifferentiation, dedifferentiation, unexpected adult
cell pluripotency, etc., but instead, to suggest only thatsenescence, or, conversely, that augmented cell fusion
should promote more rapid or complete tissue rejuvena- the criteria that would enable such findings definitively
proven, and therefore entered into textbooks, have nottion, repair, or regeneration. At present, there is no evi-
dence available to indicate that heterotypic cell fusions yet been met.
are necessary for normal tissue maintenance. Rather,
such events may represent a pathophysiologic process Biological Relevance and Potential Clinical
that occurs rarely following recruitment of fusogenic Importance of BM Plasticity
inflammatory cells to damaged tissues. Initial reports describing contributions of BM cells to
nonhematopoietic lineages suggested that these cells
could represent a source of “replacement” cells thatCriteria for Demonstration of Transdifferentiation
Given the rarity with which events interpreted to repre- might aid in the treatment of multiple degenerative dis-
eases. However, it is now clear from multiple studies,sent “transdifferentiation” have been detected in vivo,
and the intense controversy surrounding these findings, both in transplant models and following direct injection
of cells into tissue, that the contribution of BM cells orvery stringent criteria should be required for the demon-
stration of a bona fide transdifferentiation event. First, HSC to nonhematopoietic cell fates is exceedingly rare,
and at present this frequency of tissue contribution inone must demonstrate the transition of one cell of a
specific tissue lineage into a different lineage. Such dem- most systems is, in our view, far too low to be considered
therapeutically relevant. In addition, such contributionsonstration requires definitive identification and quantifi-
cation of committed ”transdifferentiated” cell types, appear to be tissue- and/or injury-dependent, but the
factors governing the ability or inability of particular tis-showing appropriate expression of donor-specific and
tissue-specific markers, with proper integration into the sues to incorporate genetic markers derived from hema-
topoietic cells are currently unknown. Nonetheless, ittarget tissue and preferably concomitant demonstration
of tissue-specific function. Such identification of individ- has been argued that this phenomenon ultimately may
be exploited clinically for cell replacement and/or geneual donor-derived progeny cells is crucial, particularly
in evaluating contributions of hematopoietic cells to therapy (Blau, 2002; Korbling and Estrov, 2003). To am-
plify and generalize on this issue of clinical translationnonhematopoietic tissues, as circulating blood cells
contaminate all tissues. In addition, this requirement of such findings in stem cell and regenerative biology,
we should contrast the robust and clinically useful pro-implies the necessity for clonal analysis to exclude the
possibility that multiple distinct stem or progenitor cells cess of regeneration of blood formation by HSC (for
review, see Weissman, 2000) and skin replacement bypresent in a potentially heterogeneous test population
are responsible for the observed “plasticity.” Second, putative epidermal stem cells (for review, see Watt and
Hogan, 2000) with the sometimes ambiguous or conflict-the lineage transition should be accompanied by “repro-
gramming” of the transdifferentiated nucleus, such that ing results of studies of cardiomyocyte chimerism in
human transplant situations (Caplice and Gersh, 2003)gene products characteristic of the original tissue of
origin are silenced and transcription of genes specific and the modest benefits reported in clinical trials that
treat patients with myocardial infarctions with marrowto the new cell fate are activated. Third, in order to
assess the intrinsic developmental potential of a particu- or mobilized peripheral blood cells, either by direct injec-
tion (Stamm et al., 2003; Strauer et al., 2002), or in vivolar cell type, the cells should be minimally manipulated,
and preferably analyzed without intervening culture that mobilization of HSC and hematopoietic progenitors (Be-
lenkov Iu et al., 2003). Significantly, preclinical modelsmay affect their gene expression profile and/or chroma-
tin configuration. Fourth, given the clearly documented of BM-mediated repair of myocardium, initially claimed
to occur via transdifferentiation and to result in func-potential of hematopoietic and other cell types to trans-
fer genetic material via cell fusion events, claims of tional cardiac recovery (Jackson et al., 2001; Orlic et
al., 2001b), have in other studies failed to demonstratetransdifferentiation must exclude the possibility that do-
nor markers were acquired from unrelated cell types by reproducible, high-level transdifferentiation or fusion to
generate functional cardiomyocytes in either mousesuch a mechanism. Finally, because there are usually
several interpretations to biological experiments, claims (Balsam et al., in press) or primate models (Norol et
al., 2003). The potential to exploit BM plasticity for theof transdifferentiation, or even unexpected differentia-
tion pathways, must be independently replicated by treatment of muscle degenerative disorders similarly
has met with disappointing results; although low-levelmore than one laboratory using more than one experi-
mental model. To our knowledge, according to these contributions of transplanted BM cells to dystrophic
muscle could be documented in a patient with muscularcriteria, no presently published study documents a true
transdifferentiation event; however, substantial evi- dystrophy who received a BM transplant for treatment
of immunodeficiency, these events were not crediteddence indicates that many observations of apparent
lineage plasticity of, at least, hematopoietic stem cells with any improvement in clinical outcome (Gussoni et
al., 2002). Certainly, given the current data available fromwill likely explained by cell-cell fusion mediated transfer
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Blau, H.M. (2002). A twist of fate. Nature 419, 437.both mouse and human studies, recruitment of cells
Blau, H.M., Brazelton, T.R., and Weimann, J.M. (2001). The evolvingfrom heterologous sources is unlikely to be a normal,
concept of a stem cell: entity or function? Cell 105, 829–841.robust, or highly utilized mechanism for adult tissue
Bonner-Weir, S., and Sharma, A. (2002). Pancreatic stem cells. J.regeneration. Nonetheless, it is possible that by a con-
Pathol. 197, 519–526.certed effort aimed at dissecting this rare phenomenon,
Brazelton, T.R., Rossi, F.M., Keshet, G.I., and Blau, H.M. (2000).rigorously identifying, purifying and potentially ex-
From marrow to brain: expression of neuronal phenotypes in adultpanding the appropriate cell populations responsible
mice. Science 290, 1775–1779.for “plasticity,” characterizing the tissue-specific and
Brazelton, T.R., Nystrom, M., and Blau, H.M. (2003). Significant dif-injury-related signals that recruit, stimulate, or regulate
ferences among skeletal muscles in the incorporation of bone mar-
plasticity, and determining the mechanism(s) underlying row-derived cells. Dev. Biol. 262, 64–74.
fusion or plasticity, we may eventually enhance tissue
Brockes, J.P., and Kumar, A. (2002). Plasticity and reprogramming
regeneration via this mechanism to clinically useful lev- of differentiated cells in amphibian regeneration. Nat. Rev. Mol. Cell
els. While we as scientists have the right to be hopeful Biol. 3, 566–574.
(and we include ourselves in this category), we also Camargo, F.D., Green, R., Capetenaki, Y., Jackson, K.A., and
have the responsibility to verify robust regenerations Goodell, M.A. (2003). Single hematopoietic stem cells generate skel-
etal muscle through myeloid intermediates. Nat. Med. 9, 1520–1527rigorously in appropriate animal models before we en-
Published online November 16, 2003. 10.1038/nm963.courage clinicians to move into clinical trials.
Cao, B., Zheng, B., Jankowski, R.J., Kimura, S., Ikezawa, M., Deasy,
B., Cummins, J., Epperly, M., Qu-Petersen, Z., and Huard, J. (2003).Acknowledgments
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